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Thumbs drive most interactions 
on mobile screens. 75% of users 
touch the screen with one thumb. 
We use hands interchangeably.

Thumb-Driven 
Design

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.
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Thumb sweep area is limited, 
but we are good at shifting our 
grip across the back of the phone. 
It also depends on contact patch.
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People frequently shift their grip, 
for specific types of interactions, 
depending on their task/context. 
36% cradle their device, using a 
second hand for reach or stability.

Grip Changes 
When Needed

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.













Humans rarely hit tap targets 
on mobile, so our designs should 
accommodate for misses with 
generous padding.

Input Is Always 
Imprecise

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.



The further away hit targets are 
from the center, the larger the 
padding should be (7–12mm). We 
prefer to tap around the center.

Central Area 
Matters Most

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.
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The further away hit targets are 
from the center, the larger the 
padding should be (7–12mm). We 
prefer to scroll around the center.

Central Area 
Matters Most

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.





Primary content at the center. 
Secondary actions along the top 
and bottom edges (e.g. as tabs).  
Tertiary functions behind 
menus, in one of the corners.

Design Around  
Priorities

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.



Summary  
 
 

— 4G isn’t getting faster, but its reach expands fast,  
— phones are getting cheaper but not better, 
— mobile conversion surpassed desktop conversion, 
— low-range Androids used by your average users, 
— mobile interactions are short and numerous, 
— 32 touches = UX budget to complete interactions, 
— 5s = max response time for a UI on any action, 
— thumb-driven design as baseline for mobile UX,  
— padding matters = input is always imprecise, 
— next 2B users from Asia, South America, Africa.
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“ The design process is weird and 
complicated because it involves 
people and systems, which often 
are weird and complicated. 

 

— à la Mark Boulton



Junior Designers vs. Senior Designers, https://medium.com/the-year-of-the-looking-glass/junior-designers-vs-senior-designers-fbe483d3b51e
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“ If we want to stand out — to outperform 
our competitors — we need to delight 
customers with a remarkable design and 
a unique, charming personality. Be slow 
and mindful. With an unprecedented 
attention to detail…  

 

— à la Mogens Møller







“ …We should underpromise, overdeliver. 
Capture attention and guide it skillfully. 
On the web today, it all boils down to one 
single thing: outstanding storytelling 
through great art direction. 

 

— à la Mogens Møller
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On the web today, it all boils down to one 
single thing: outstanding storytelling 
through great art direction. 
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Friction.



Friction.































Make Boring 
Interesting.



Make Boring 
Interesting.























Aesthetics.



Aesthetics.



















https://dribbble.com/shots/4984822-Cabine-2








































https://dribbble.com/shots/5080526-SAB-menu-transitions-navigation
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Users slow down a lot when 
reviewing the order. Consider 
enabling customers to edit or 
cancel their order within a limited 
threshold after the purchase.

Final Payment 
Button



Users worry to hit “pay” button 
before reviewing all details. 
Always state explicitly what the 
next step is. “Continue to review” 
instead of “Pay now”/ “Continue”.

Final Payment 
Button



Users don’t understand why they 
are brought to the start of the 
order when editing their data. 
Inline editing works best, but 
might be tricky to implement.

Inline Editing 
For Input Fields

















Storytelling.



Storytelling.

































Respect.



Respect.
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Builder.



Builder.































































































Configurator Design Checklist

1. Are we designing for inspiration or customization, or both? 
2. What’s the entry point to the configurator? 
3. How many pre-made presets, and how to define them? 
4. Do we provide recommendations/labels with presets? 
5. Do we ask for custom preferences/use filters to guide users? 
6. Is the product always visible, on mobile/desktop? 
7. Do we always display current price? 
8. Do we use a 3D view, and is it accessible?  
9. Are we using drag’n’drop functionality? 
10. How do we design navigation, with pins or Prev/Next pattern?  
11. Do we need to integrate search/filtering?



Configurator Design Checklist

12. Is it possible to jump from the current step to a previous one? 
13. How do we highlight current step? 
14. How do we highlight already finished steps? 
15. Is it clear how to undo a change/feature? 
16. How do we design adding/removing a choice (color, icon, overlay)?  
17. Next step is never empty, and contains a smart default value? 
18. Should the user automatically move to the next step when finished? 
19. For every step, do we display impact of a selected feature on price? 
20. For every step, do we explain and highlight dependencies? 
21. For every step, is the summary of all changes always accessible? 
22. For every step, do we need to group some options to limit scope?



Configurator Design Checklist

23. Do we provide context-sensitive inspiration to ease a choice? 
24. Do we have recommendations to nudge a user towards a choice? 
25. Do we integrate a feature comparison table at some steps? 
26. Do we display dependencies, some options are mutually exclusive?  
27. Is visual feedback for the product preview instant on 3G? 
28. Do we have a “fullscreen view” for the product rendering? 
29. Do we store choices automatically? What happens on page refresh? 
30. Is it possible to save/label a current snapshot of the configuration?
31. For every step, do we explain and highlight dependencies? 
32. Are we lazy-loading assets (and options!) for performance? 
33. Do we provide extras, e.g. financing, lease, reservation, sharing? 
34. Do we integrate a chat bot or conversational UI?



Visuals.



Visuals.





“ What if you have a large photo that 
requires a transparent shadow? 
PNG is way too large in file size, 
and JPEG isn’t good enough in 
quality because of the gradient in 
the background. What do you do?







 

       <image width="560" height="1388" xlink:href="can-top-alpha.png">  
       </image>

   </mask>

<mask id="canTopMask">

<image mask="url(#canTopMask)" id="canTop" width="560" height="1388"  
       xlink:href="can-top.jpg"></image>

• hero-image.svg: 
<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"  
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" viewbox="0 0 560 1388">

<defs>

</svg>

</defs>

http://www.w3.org/2000/svg
http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink


• HTML/CSS: 
<img src="hero-image.svg" />, background: url("hero-image.svg")

 

       <image width="560" height="1388" xlink:href="can-top-alpha.png">  
       </image>

   </mask>

<mask id="canTopMask">

<image mask="url(#canTopMask)" id="canTop" width="560" height="1388"  
       xlink:href="can-top.jpg"></image>

• hero-image.svg: 
<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"  
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" viewbox="0 0 560 1388">

<defs>

</svg>

</defs>

http://www.w3.org/2000/svg
http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink




















“ ...Given two identical images that 
are displayed at the same size on a 
website, one can be dramatically 
smaller than the other in file size 
if it’s highly compressed and 
dramatically larger in dimensions 
than it is displayed in. 

— Daan Jobsis



600×400px file, 0% JPEG quality, 
displayed in 600×400 (file size 7 Kb)



600×400px file, 0% JPEG quality, 
displayed in 300×200 (file size 7 Kb)



600×400px file (7 Kb) 
________________________________  
0% JPEG quality 
displayed in 300×200

300×200px file (21 Kb)  
_________________________________  
80% JPEG quality 
displayed in 300×200





• The original photo has 1600px width, 971 Kb. 
Quality 60 brings the size down to 213 Kb.



• Blurring unimportant parts of the photo brings 
the size down to 147 Kb.



Sequential JPEG Progressive JPEG

Images taken from http://www.pixelstech.net/article/1374757887-Use-progressive-JPEG-to-improve-user-experience 13 / 44



Scans

14 / 44



Default Scan Levels

Thanks to Frédéric Kayser for creating 'jsk': http://encode.ru/threads/1800-JSK-JPEG-Scan-Killer-progressive-JPEG-explained-in-slowmo 15 / 44
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1st Scan Layer Has Small Byte Size

Ships Fast
&

Shows Soon

19 / 44
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“ Lepton files aren’t compatible with JPEG, 
but they can be easily and losslessly 
decompressed to a standard JPEG. The 
Lepton converter could be compiled to 
asm.js or WASM, and run inside Service 
Worker. Browser downloads a small 
Lepton file, ServiceWorker converts it to a 
JPEG, and the browser displays it. 
 

                                                                                                                 — Kornel Lesiński



  <img src="animation.gif"> 7.3MB
960KB
1.3MB

<video autoplay muted playsinline>

  <source src="video.webm" type="video/webm">

  <source src="video.mp4" type="video/mp4">

</video>80%+ savings

Replace Animated GIFs with <video>

ffmpeg -i animation.gif -b:v 0 -crf 40 -vf scale=600:-1 video.mp4























From the performance perspective, 
we don’t want to display nothing 
while the image is being loaded. We 
need to reserve space to avoid content 
“jumps” and layout recalculations.



















We reproduce images with geometric 
shapes to convert a bitmap image into 
a SVG consisting of overlapping, 
simple shapes. Thus we approximate 
the main features of the image. Then 
we optimize the SVG and add a 
Gaussian Blur filter to it. Result: files 
with just 800–1000 bytes.











1. We trace the bitmap, i.e. 
transforming a bitmap into a 
smooth, scalable image. 

2. We start loading full image. 

3. Fetch a low-res thumbnail (e.g. 
via Cloudinary). 

4. Generate an SVG from the 
thumbnail. 

5. Color and fade the SVG in a full-
size placeholder. 

6. With full-res loaded, overlay SVG 
with a fade-in-transition.











“ If machine learning algorithms can 
classify a complex set of thousands of 
handwritten symbols — such as 
handwritten Chinese characters — with a 
high degree of accuracy, then we should 
be able to classify the 150 components 
within our system and teach a machine to 
recognize them. 

 

— Benjamin Walkins 
https://airbnb.design/sketching-interfaces/

https://airbnb.design/sketching-interfaces/










Location.



Location.











































Summary  
 
 

— fidelity matters for choosing position in space 
— “assistant” is necessary to simplify input 
— combining maps helps convey big/small picture 
— allow users to estimate the perspective 
— position and number of tickets matter first 
— suggest “best” option to boost conversion
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Problem.







Meow!  
@smashingmag


